HEEDING BIBLE PROPHECY
UNDERSTANDING SATAN'S PLAN
To Counterfeit the Second Coming of Christ & the Restoration of All Things
ENVIRONMENT
N.B. Each topic is titled with a familiar Bible term. The parenthesis ( ) which follows identifies either the actual or a counterfeit
fulfillment of prophecy through the agency of the secret societies. Please see Introduction for protocols of this prophecy study.
5. NEW HEAVENS
7. NEW WATER
A. Change Times (New Dispensation)
B. Sign of the Son of Man (Astrology)
C. Heavens on Fire (Atomic Energy)
D. Dark Sun & Red Moon (Solar/Lunar Eclipses)
E. Stars Falling (Comets, Meteors, Asteroids)
F. Hail/Drought (Weather)
G. No Wind (Atmosphere)
H. Solar Heat (Solar Flares/Ozone Holes)
6. NEW EARTH
A. Earth Destroyed (Polar Shift)
B. Cities Destroyed (Wilderness Project)
C. Land Divided (Bioregions)
D. High Places (Ley Lines/Sacred Sites)
E. Earthquakes (Manmade)
F. Burning Mountains (Volcanoes)
G. Garden of Eden (Atlantis)
H. Hiding Places/Mountains (Underground Cities)
I. The Abyss/Hell (Hollow Earth)

A. No Sea/Islands (Tidal Waves/Hurricanes)
B. Water of Life (Sacred Lakes/Rivers)
C. River of Life (Temple Mount Flood)
8. NEW SPECIES
A. Famine (Genetic Engineering)
B. Tree of Life (Transgenic Trees)
C. Abstain from Meat (Vegetarianism)
D. Docile/Savage Animals (Transgenic Animals)
9. NEW HEALTH
A. Pestilence/Grievous Sore (Biochemical Warfare)
B. Pharmakon/Drugs (Alchemy/Holy Grail)

5. NEW HEAVENS
5-A. CHANGE TIMES (New Dispensation)
PREMISE



God will change the calendar and create a new dispensation at the beginning of the Millennium.
Satan will likewise change the calendar and create a new dispensation at the beginning of his Golden Age.
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PROGRAM OF GOD
Pre-Flood Era: God used the sun, moon and stars to regulate the calendar; God used a 30-day month
calendar.
Old Testament Period: The reign of King Solomon began the fulfillment of the Davidic Covenant.
The Millennium: God, who established the dispensations and ordains the powers that be, will inaugurate a
thousand year reign of Jesus Christ.
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PROGRAM OF SATANIC DUPLICATION
Pre-Flood Era: The Saturnalia is a commemoration of the pre-Flood era; God used a 30-day month
calendar in the pre-Flood era.
Church Age: During the last years of the Church Age, a false calendar reform was introduced. The United
Nations Calendar Reform plans will go forward with the cooperation of the Vatican until mid-Tribulation.
Tribulation Period: The false calendar reform will be implemented during the first 1/2 of the Tribulation
Period.
Great Tribulation: Satan will work through the Antichrist to inaugurate a Golden Age;
PROPHETIC DISPENSATIONS
PROGRAM OF GOD
OLD TESTAMENT PERIOD


King Solomon's reign began the fulfillment of the Davidic Covenant.
And when thy days be fulfilled, and thou shalt sleep with thy fathers, I will set up thy seed after thee,
which shall proceed out of thy bowels, and I will establish his kingdom. He shall build an house for my
name, and I will stablish the throne of his kingdom for ever. I will be his father, and he shall be my son. If
he commit iniquity, I will chasten him with the rod of men, and with the stripes of the children of men:
But my mercy shall not depart away from him, as I took it from Saul, whom I put away before thee. And
thine house and thy kingdom shall be established for ever before thee: thy throne shall be established for
ever. - II Sam. 7:12-16
PRE-FLOOD ERA



God used the sun, moon and stars to regulate the calendar.
And God said, Let there be lights in the firmament of the heaven to divide the day from the night; and let
them be for signs, and for seasons, and for days, and for years. And let them be for lights in the firmament
of the heaven to give light upon the earth: and it was so. And God made two great lights; the greater light
to rule the day, and the lesser light to rule the night: he made the stars also. - Gen. 1:14-16
THE MILLENNIUM



God, who establishes dispensations and the powers that be, will inaugurate a thousand year reign of Jesus
Christ.
And He changeth the times and the seasons: He removeth kings, and setteth up kings... - Dan.2:21
Note: The Roman Saturnalia celebrated the overthrow of the god Saturn (Gr. Chronos) by the god Jupiter
(Gr. Zeus) and return to the Golden Age of Atlantis. Saturn is the malevolent god of time, representing
the period of chaos and judgment that precedes Jupiter, the god of benevolence. Saturn will rule over the
first half of the Tribulation period, producing the chaos which destroys the present social order. However,
the conjunction of the planets Saturn and Jupiter in May of 2000 presaged, in astrology, the reunion of
these ancient gods to recreate the new Atlantis--a social order based on the pre-flood civilization which
God judged in Genesis 7. Saturn and Jupiter also represent the Antichrist and False Prophet respectively.

PROGRAM OF SATAN
PRE-FLOOD ERA
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The Saturnalia is a commemoration of the pre-Flood era known as the Golden Age or Age of Saturn.
o

The seven days of creation
“…a six pointed star [is] known as…hexagram, Solomon‟s Seal, Star of David. It is even called the
„Talisman of Saturn‟.” - 625:170
"The first religious symbols were symbols of Saturn, and so pervasive was the planetgod's influence that the ancients knew him as the creator, the king of the world, and
Adam the first man...
"'As the first man,' observes Jung, 'Adam is the...Anthropos [Man par excellence] from
whom the macrocosm arose or who is the macrocosm'." - 93:1-2,34
"The double triangle of Solomon is the sign of the Macrocosmos..." - 154:110
"The sign of the macrocosm [the hexagram] represents the six days of creation evolved
from the manifestation of the triune. The synthesis forms the seventh day--the period of
rest summed up in the hexagonal center." - 153:501
"...Chronus's Festival of Kronia in Attica during harvest time...would later be extended
to as many as seven days from the original one day on December 17. The influence on
our own Christmas and New Years has, obviously, been direct...
"The Saturnalia had by then [fourth century A.D.] been extended to the period of
December 17-24." - 54:27,38
"Macrobius discusses at length the history of the changing dates of Saturnalia. He
concludes that the festival was extended from one to three days as a result of the
confusion caused...when the calendar reform of Julius Caesar added two days to the
month of December. As a result, August 'prescribed a series of three rest days for the
Saturnalia' (December 17-19). However, the addition of 'Sigillaria, the festival at which
we amuse infants in arms with little masks of clay [sigilla, small figurines]' [has]
'extended the time of general excitement and religious rejoicing to seven days.' The
period also included the festival of Ops, the fruitful wife of Saturn; Laurentalia
(December 23), which may have been a festival of the dead; and the Juvenalis, an
addition which Suetonius tells us that Caligula made." - 54:114

o

Golden Age of the antediluvian Kingdom of Atlantis.
"The Roman Saturnalia was a remembrance of the Atlantean colonization. It was a period
of joy and festivities; master and slave met as equals; the distinctions of poverty and
wealth were forgotten; no punishment for crime were inflicted; servants and slaves went
about dressed in the clothes of their master; and children received presents from their
parents and relatives. It was a time of jollity and mirth, a recollection of the Golden Age."
- 635:302
"The god of winter sowing was Saturn. His name was derived by the Romans from Saeta,
seed, and he was associated with the legendary Golden Age of plenty, celebrated at the
Saturnalia of the Winter Solstice." - 368:39



God used a 30-day month, 360-day year calendar for His program.
"In the account of Noah's flood, a 360-day year is detected by the usage of a uniform 30-day month. For
instance, from the start of the flood rains, until when the ark rested on Mount Ararat, there are an even
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'150 days' (30 x 5); and this is said to span from the 'seventeenth day of the second month' until 'the
seventeenth day of the seventh month.' (Gen. 7:11, 8:3, 4)." - 1068
OLD TESTAMENT PERIOD


God continued to use a 30-day month, 360-day year calendar for His prophetic program.
"In the prophetic writings, the books of Ezekiel and Daniel strongly infer the 360-day year. It is also
inferred to in the book of Ester (1:4). All three of these books are post exilic, that is, written (during) or
after the exile to Babylon. It is therefore noteworthy that the Babylonians also used a 360-day calendar
system." - 1068
Seventy weeks are determined upon thy people and upon thy holy city, to finish the transgression, and to
make an end of sins, and to make reconciliation for iniquity, and to bring in everlasting righteousness, and
to seal up the vision and prophecy, and to anoint the most Holy. Know therefore and understand, that
from the going forth of the commandment to restore and to build Jerusalem unto the Messiah the Prince
shall be seven weeks, and threescore and two weeks: the street shall be built again, and the wall, even in
troublous times. And after threescore and two weeks shall Messiah be cut off, but not for himself: and the
people of the prince that shall come shall destroy the city and the sanctuary; and the end thereof shall be
with a flood, and unto the end of the war desolations are determined. - Dan.9:24-26
And from the time that the daily sacrifice shall be taken away, and the abomination that maketh desolate
set up, there shall be a thousand two hundred and ninety days. - Dan.12:11
When [king Ahasuerus] shewed the riches of his glorious kingdom and the honour of his excellent
majesty many days, even an hundred and fourscore days. - Esther 1:4

CHURCH AGE


During the last years of the Church Age a false calendar reform was introduced.
"Other proposals continue to come and go, including a calendar of 13 months with 28 days each, with an
extra day or two tacked on a special days. This was the favorite choice of the 1929 National Committee
on Calendar Simplification for the United States... This committee was convened at the request of the
League of Nations which organized a worldwide effort..." - 269:297-8
[Concerning July 25, 1993] "Also note that July 25, 1999, will be the seventh annual day out of time
celebrated by the people of the Earth..." - 280
"Whereas in 1962, the Vatican II Council issued a 'Declaration of Calendar Reform', being unopposed to
a new perpetual civil calendar, we...do hereby abrogate the use of the Gregorian Calendar, and authorize
its immediate replacement as the common world standard, the biologically accurate measure of the
perpetual, 28-day, thirteen moon calendar, henceforth known as the Calendar of Peace. We further affirm
that objections previously sustained against the 'null' day, henceforth known as the 'day-out-of time', are
no longer justifiable...[and] declare that this annual day-out-of-time, old calendar, July 25, the 365th day
of the new 28-day, thirteen moon civil calendar year, henceforth we declared to be the annual day of
universal pardon and forgiveness and for the exaltation of festivals of peace through culture." - 276
"When the Foundation [for the Law of Time] was formed, less than a year ago, it already had a global
constituency, the Planet Art Network (PAN) World Thirteen Moon Calendar Change Peace Movement.
This widespread grass roots base had been galvanized during the preceding seven years, 1993-2000. The
purpose of the Foundation is to provide coordination for this Movement and set the strategies to
accomplish the immediate goal, replacement by 2004, of the Gregorian calendar with the Thirteen Moon
28-day count as the world civil standard." - 416
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"Now that the new millennium has fully engaged the human mind, the second definitive wave of the
World Thirteen Moon Calendar Change Peace Movement is being launched, The Campaign for the New
Time. This Campaign consists of a preparatory four-year cycle, 2000-2004, the Campaign itself, plus a
one-year trial period. The goal of the four-year Campaign is universal calendar reform, the replacement of
the Gregorian by the Thirteen Moon Calendar, effective Blue Crystal Storm, July 26, 2004. To assure the
success of this unprecedented move on the part of humanity, the calendar reform must include the oneyear trial period, during which time the entire species will be operating by a new standard, the harmonic
Thirteen-moon 28-day calendar. 'If you never try it, you‟ll never know what it is.' is the slogan which
describes the Campaign‟s target year: July 26, 2004-July 25, 2005, an entire year without the Gregorian
'30 days hath September...', but instead, Thirteen Moons of Peace." - 417
"...the Thirteen Moon 28 day calendar has been the reform calendar of choice... This is because 13 moons
28 days is a generic and true standard of measure. This standard of measure is Mayan. Is it Andean. It is
Druid. It is Polynesian. It is prehistoric and, as a result of this Summit, it will be post-historic as well. It is
a genuine solar-lunar calendar. It is a true harmonic standard of measure corresponding to the human
biological cycle -- and much more." - 282
"The esoteric calendar...of the Celts...may have reckoned the year as 13 months of 28 days followed by a
single unnamed day, from which the frequently used phrase 'a year and a day' appears to be derived." 270:223


The United Nations Calendar Reform planners are seeking the cooperation of the Vatican which was
behind the Gregorian Calendar reform.
Letter to His Holiness Pope John Paul II
Archives of the World Thirteen Moon Calendar Change Peace Movement
Posted By: PAN Brazil
A PETITION TO HIS HOLINESS POPE JOHN PAUL II
Your Holiness:
"The World Thirteen Moon Calendar Change Peace Movement has been developing, through it‟s
Planet Art Network, an all embracing work around the world, whose fundamental purpose is to contribute
to all humanity so that it may attain real Peace - the target that certainly all the human beings crave- and
especially you, Your Holiness, in the very important role that you play on Planet Earth.
"To attain this goal, the Movement proposes the calendar reform: replacement of the
Gregorian Calendar by the Thirteen Moon/28 Day Calendar, which is a natural and ecological calendar,
and hence, a tool that will help all human beings return to living in harmony with nature, attaining thereby
the Peace that is so desired..." - 947
The Vatican
Resolutions from the PAN International Leadership Conference, 2001
Posted By: Diplomatic Task Force Group
VATICAN
“Based on the former experience of frustration resulting from our attempts to follow the official
channels of diplomatic communication we feel we have to consider and pursue other levels of action:
- The most effective action that we could think of would be an Educational Caravan Tour coming from
South America to Europe traveling through various European countries (Portugal, Spain, France, Holland,
Germany, Austria, Switzerland), to end up in Rome. The Caravan should be greeting by local European
PANs and joined by the British Caravan. The main point will be to build tremendous attention on the tour
by means of Press and Internet. The final goal of the Caravan will be to gather hundreds of kin in Saint
Peter Square in Rome.
- PAN Italy will receive and escort the Caravan and will provide every kin with giant alphabet letter to
be put on the back of each kin‟s white tee shirt so as to form the sentence: 'IT IS TIME TO CHANGE
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THE CALENDAR' in different languages.
- The final part of the whole event should be taking place on the Day Out of Time either of the Solar
Seed Year or the Planetary Moon Year, according to the time necessary to the Caravan to get ready for
the task.
- Further action could include a massive hunger strike to obtain an appointment for Valum Votan and
Bolon Ik to be received by the Pope or and chaining of PAN activist to the gates of the Vatican to reach
the same goal!” - 947
TRIBULATION / FIRST 3.5 YEARS


During the first half of the Tribulation period, the Vatican will endorse the United Nations Calendar
Reform from the present Gregorian Calendar to an occult calendar. This will facilitate the illusion that the
pope is the Antichrist and that the world is in the middle of the Tribulation period, per Rev. 10:6, although
in reality it will be the beginning of the Tribulation.

GREAT TRIBULATION / GOLDEN AGE


Lucifer will work through the Antichrist to inaugurate a new dispensation which will be the seventh
Golden Age; this will be Lucifer's alternative to the Millennium and his opportunity to be worshipped as
the Sun god.
...and he shall subdue three kings...And he shall ... think to change times and laws - Dan.7:24-25
"The Christ came when the point of the vernal equinox was in the new sign Pisces and that sign ushered
in the new dispensation and our modern world ... A new sign draws nigh ... Aquarius, the sign of the
perfected man ... This means a new dispensation..." - 47:342-44
"All Eastern and Western traditions relate [Aquarius] to the symbolic flood which stands for the end of a
formal universe..." - 48:15
"It will be through the Grail in England that the energies of transformation and ascension will be
channeled, which eventually will bring the Earth into the Seventh Golden Age." - 45:37
Let no man deceive you by any means: for that day shall not come, except there come a falling away first,
and that man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition; Who opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is
called God, or that is worshipped; so that he as God sitteth in the temple of God, shewing himself that he
is God... And now ye know what withholdeth that he might be revealed in his time [Chronos]. - II Thes.
2:3-6
...that there should be time (kronos) no longer. - Rev.10:6
"What the Greeks called the Kronia, celebrating the fortunate era of Kronos, the Latins termed the
Saturnalia, a symbolic renewal of the reign of...Saturn. Kronos is the Greek name of the same planet." 93:30
"This expression ['that there shall be time no longer'] (Gr., chronos) has sometimes been misunderstood to
mean that time will cease. The expression here, does not refer to time as a succession of chronological
events; rather it means that time has run out, that is, that there will be no further delay." - 349:171
"And so the first Adam – the Adam Kadmon created before time began – would at long last become the
last Adam, the crown of all creation, at whose advent time would finally cease [according to the secret
lore of the Pharisees]." - 294:243-244
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"The longest cycle in Mayan cosmology is the 26,000-year cycle -- this is the cycle of our solar system
around the Pleiades star cluster. This cycle ends on December 22, 2012, and the closer we approach to
that time, the more people will experience an accelerating collapse of linear time-based (fear-based)
conceptual structures. They will awaken from the spell of linear time caused by lower mind conflicts. The
collective resolution of these conflicts will trigger even more people to transcend the complex of limiting
illusions that stem from the illusion of linear-sequential time. By 2012, the Mayan prophecies say there
will be a total collapse of time as we know it and an entry of humanity into post-history. Post-history -Gregorian year 2013 -- is entered at a point known as galactic synchronization. Tibetans, Egyptians,
Cherokees, Hopi and Mayans refer to this same 26,000-year cycle in their mystical belief systems; and
each also developed calendars based on this great cycle." From 'Introduction To The Mayan Calendar' 445


Under the control of the Antichrist, who claims to be God, the world will revert to a 30-day month, 360-day
year calendar for the Golden Age.
But the court which is without the temple leave out, and measure it not; for it is given unto the Gentiles:
and the holy city shall they tread under foot forty and two months. And I will give power unto my two
witnesses, and they shall prophesy a thousand two hundred and threescore days, clothed in sackcloth. Rev.11:2,3
And the woman fled into the wilderness, where she hath a place prepared of God, that they should feed
her there a thousand two hundred and threescore days. - Rev.12:6
And there was given unto him a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies; and power was given unto
him to continue forty and two months. - Rev.13:5

PERSONAL APPLICATION


Christians are not to observe days, months, seasons or years as they relate to the calendar.
There shall not be found among you any one that maketh his son or his daughter to pass through the fire,
or that useth divination, or an observer of times, or an enchanter, or a witch, Or a charmer, or a consulter
with familiar spirits, or a wizard, or a necromancer. For all that do these things are an abomination unto
the LORD: and because of these abominations the LORD thy God doth drive them out from before thee. Deut. 18:10-14
But now, after that ye have known God, or rather are known of God, how turn ye again to the weak and
beggarly elements, whereunto ye desire again to be in bondage? Ye observe days, and months, and times,
and years. I am afraid of you, lest I have bestowed upon you labour in vain. - Gal. 4:9-11

5-B. SIGN OF THE SON OF MAN (Astrology)
PREMISE



At the end of the Great Tribulation, there will be a heavenly sign announcing the Second Coming of Jesus Christ.
At mid-Tribulation, there will be a heavenly astrological sign announcing the coming of the Antichrist.
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PROGRAM OF GOD
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Pre-Flood Era: God's glory was manifested in the heavens.
Old Testament: The glory of the Lord filled the sky and the Temple and terrified the people.
Great Tribulation: The sign of the Son of Man, the Lord Jesus Christ, will strike terror in the inhabitants
of the earth.
PROGRAM OF SATANIC DUPLICATION
Pre-Flood Era: The six-pointed star, a symbol of the Sun god, was used to interpret the Zodiac.
Old Testament Period: Each new age was introduced by the manifestation of a Sun symbol.
Church Age: The Church adopted the Zodiac as signs of Christ.
Tribulation: A solar sign in the heavens before dawn will signal either the beginning or end of the
Tribulation Period.
PROPHETIC DISPENSATIONS
PROGRAM OF GOD
PRE-FLOOD ERA


God's glory was manifested in the heavens.
In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth. - Gen. 1:1
The heavens declare the glory of God; and the firmament sheweth his handywork. - Psalm 19:1
For the invisible things of him from the creation of the world are clearly seen, being understood by the
things that are made, even his eternal power and Godhead; so that they are without excuse: - Romans 1:20
OLD TESTAMENT



When glory of the Lord filled the atmosphere or the Temple, the people were terrified.
And it came to pass on the third day in the morning, that there were thunders and lightnings, and a thick
cloud upon the mount, and the voice of the trumpet exceeding loud; so that all the people that was in the
camp trembled. And Moses brought forth the people out of the camp to meet with God; and they stood at
the nether part of the mount. And mount Sinai was altogether on a smoke, because the LORD descended
upon it in fire: and the smoke thereof ascended as the smoke of a furnace, and the whole mount quaked
greatly. - Exodus 19:16-18
In the year that king Uzziah died I saw also the Lord sitting upon a throne, high and lifted up, and his train
filled the temple. Above it stood the seraphims: each one had six wings; with twain he covered his face,
and with twain he covered his feet, and with twain he did fly. And one cried unto another, and said, Holy,
holy, holy, is the LORD of hosts: the whole earth is full of his glory. And the posts of the door moved at
the voice of him that cried, and the house was filled with smoke. Then said I, Woe is me! for I am
undone; because I am a man of unclean lips, and I dwell in the midst of a people of unclean lips: for mine
eyes have seen the King, the LORD of hosts. - Is. 6:1-5
GREAT TRIBULATION



The sign of the Son of Man will strike terror in the inhabitants of the earth.
For as the lightning cometh out of the east, and shineth even unto the west; so shall also the coming of the
Son of man be... Immediately after the tribulation of those days shall the sun be darkened, and the moon
shall not give her light, and the stars shall fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavens shall be
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shaken; and then shall appear the sign of the Son of man in heaven and then shall all the tribes of the earth
mourn, and they shall see the Son of man coming in the clouds of heaven with power and great glory. Matt. 24:27, 29-30
And I saw heaven opened, and behold a white horse; and he that sat upon him was called Faithful and
True, and in righteousness he doth judge and make war. His eyes were as a flame of fire, and on his head
were many crowns; and he had a name written, that no man knew, but he himself. And he was clothed
with a vesture dipped in blood: and his name is called The Word of God. And the armies which were in
heaven followed him upon white horses, clothed in fine linen, white and clean. And out of his mouth
goeth a sharp sword, that with it he should smite the nations: and he shall rule them with a rod of iron:
and he treadeth the winepress of the fierceness and wrath of Almighty God. - Rev. 19:11-15
I Jesus...am the root and the offspring of David, and the bright and morning star. - Rev. 22:16
PROGRAM OF SATAN
PRE-FLOOD ERA


The six-pointed star, a symbol of the Sun god, was used to interpret the Zodiac.
"...the six-pointed star is essential to astrology...as the zodiacal chart cannot be cast without this symbol."
- 211:94



The signs of the Zodiac represented the Sun in its various phases.
"Concerning the annual passage of the sun through the twelve houses of the heavens, Robert Hewett
Brown, 32º, makes the following statement: 'The Sun as he pursued his way among these 'living creatures'
of the zodiac, was said, in allegorical language, either to assume the nature or triumph over the sign he
entered. The Sun thus became a Bull in Taurus, and was worshipped as such by the Egyptians under the
name of Apis, and by the Assyrians as Bel, Baal, or Bul. In Leo the sun became a Lion-Slayer, Hercules,
and an Archer in Saggittarius. In Pisces, the Fishes, he was a Fish-Dagon, or Zishau, the fish-god of the
Philistines and Hindus." - 376:116

OLD TESTAMENT PERIOD


Each new age was introduced by the manifestation of a Sun symbol.
"...[There is] an ancient Egyptian tradition that each new era was marked by a reappearance of the
marvelous bird [Phoenix]." - 230:172
"Originally, the phoenix was identified by the Egyptians as a stork or heron-like bird called a benu,
known from the Book of the Dead and other Egyptian texts as one of the sacred symbols of worship at
Heliopolis, closely associated with the rising sun and the Egyptian sun-god Ra." - 1118

CHURCH AGE


The Church adopted the Zodiac as signs of Christ who was represented as the Sun god.
"The early Church fathers prohibited astrology and the Great Council of Toledo banned it forever.
"Nevertheless six hundred years later the dates of the Pope's coronation were determined by the zodiac,
the church hierarchy employed their own astrologers; and signs of the zodiac appeared all over Church
furnishings, tiles, doorways, manuscripts and baptismal fonts.
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"The 'Church' was sure that the study of astrology would undermine its religion if people thought that
the sun, the moon, the stars, the signs of the zodiac and the planets, hold life and death at their own
pleasure...and that they rule and govern both the bodies and souls of man.
"In this scenario the planets and stars should be adored and worshiped as gods, which they are of
course.
"Astrology survives in our western culture because Christianity embraced it with one hand, while
condemning it as a devilish art on the other.
"The respected Catholic Abbe Chauvre-Bertrand says, 'we do not realize how much the Liturgies owe
to Astronomy.'" - 1077
"...as archetype, Christ was regarded as the perfection of all twelve [zodiacal signs]. Just as he had 'rule'
over twelve human disciples on earth, so he had 'rule' over the twelve signs of the zodiac in the heavens:
the great Clemens, writing from a living memory of the life of Christ, had no hesitation in equating the
twelve disciples with the twelve signs of the zodiac, with Christ as the central sun...By such reasoning,
the body of Christ, through the numinous power of the zodiac, merges with the body of man, to become a
single united symbol within the church." - 911:22


False teachers of 'Biblical astrology' equate the New Age Christ with the Holy Spirit; they will proclaim the
Aquarian Golden Age to be the Age of the Holy Spirit.
The Gospel In The Stars
"This fascinating theory is that God used the clustering of stars that we call constellations as object
lessons about His future plans for salvation and other prophetic subjects. This material is taken primarily
from The Gospel In The Stars by Joseph A. Seiss - originally published in 1882. It also draws from E.W.
Bullinger's The Witness of the Stars and a tape by Chuck Missler called 'The Mazzaroth'...
"Aquarius, the Waterman, is a man with a large vase of water which he is pouring out from the sky.
This would be an apt portrayal the giving of the Holy Spirit whose influence Jesus likened to streams of
living water (John 7:37-39)...
"If there is any real meaning to the gradually changing position of the vernal equinox, it would be that
the Age of the Church will give way to the even more glorious age of The Holy Spirit, The Millennium
and New Beginnings...
"This theory is endorsed today by such well known Bible teachers as Chuck Missler (Audio tape: 'The
Mazzaroth') and Dr. James Kennedy of the Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church (Message televised Jan. 7,
1996). It is also accepted by Dr. Henry M Morris in his book, The Long War Against God (pp. 265269). Dr. Morris, president of the Institute for Creation Research.
"Note: This theory of a 'Gospel In The Stars,' is accepted by many prophecy scholars, but rejected by
others." - 684

TRIBULATION PERIOD


The signs of the Zodiac will be used to validate the 'divine' bloodline of the Antichrist and False Prophet.
See: Pure Language (Symbology) 17:A
Projected Candidate for Antichrist 15.B
Projected Candidate for False Prophet 24.F

GREAT TRIBULATION / GOLDEN AGE


A solar sign in the heavens before dawn will signal the beginning of the Golden Age.
... fearful sights and great signs shall there be from heaven... And there shall be signs in the sun, and in the
moon, and in the stars. - Luke 21:11, 25
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"...there will now be a general reformation, both of divine and human things...for it is fitting, that before
the rising of the sun, there should appear...a divine light in the sky... yea, the Lord God hath already sent
before certain messengers, which should testify to his will, to wit, some new stars, which do appear and
are seen in the firmament in Serpentario and Cygno, which signify and give themselves known to
everyone, that they are powerful Signacula of great weighty matters.... what before times hath been seen,
heard, and smelt, now finally shall be spoken and uttered forth, when the World shall awake out of her
heavy and drowsy sleep, and with an open heart, bare-head, and bare-foot, shall merrily and joyfully meet
the new arising Sun." - (Yates, citing the Rosicrucian manifesto, Fama Fraternitatis) - 46:249
"The original Aramaic text quotes the magi as saying they had seen „his star in heliacal rising.‟ Heliacal
rising means that it is the last star that is seen in the sky before the sun rises and makes other stars
invisible in the brightness of daylight. This was a common observation technique for astrologers of those
days." - 53:3


The counterfeit "sign of the Son of Man" may be a miracle associated with the Sun which will be
worshipped as Lucifer.
"The Hieropolitan priests were high initiates in the mysteries of the heavens and their dominant
preoccupation was the observation and recording of the various motions of the sun and the moon, planets
and the stars.... The particular worship peculiar to Heliopolis [the earliest cult centre of the sun-god Re]
was that of the stars. From the worship of the stars evolved the worship of Re in the form of „Horus-ofthe-Horizon...the god rising in the east at dawn‟...Pyramid Texts also specify the time of day at which the
sky is to be observed - clearly dawn, since this was when the birth of the gods was said to have
occurred.‟" - 132:170,157,163,164
"At each initiation of Jesus, as we shall see, a Sign was given; it was a Sign which registered upon the
consciousness of those who were not initiate. Each time, a symbol or form was seen which was indicative
of the revelation. Christ Himself tells us that at the end of the age the sign of the Son of Man will be seen
in the Heavens. (St. Matt., XXIV, 30.) Just as the Birth at Bethlehem was ushered in by a Sign, that of the
Star, so shall that birth towards which the race is hastening be likewise ushered in by a heavenly Sign."
(Alice Bailey) - 634 (Chap. 2)



God will judge mankind for worshipping the Sun god, Lucifer, by darkening the sun.
And I beheld when he had opened the sixth seal, and, lo, there was a great earthquake; and the sun
became black ... and the moon became as blood; and the stars of heaven fell unto the earth ... and the
heaven departed as a scroll when it is rolled together; and every mountain and island were moved out of
their places. - Rev.6:12:14
See: New Language: Symbology 17.A
The False Gospel in the Stars*

PERSONAL APPLICATION
Thus saith the LORD, Learn not the way of the heathen, and be not dismayed at the signs of heaven; for
the heathen are dismayed at them. For the customs of the people are vain:...- Jer. 10:2,3
There shall not be found among you any one that...useth divination, or an observer of times, or an
enchanter, or a witch, Or a charmer, or a consulter with familiar spirits, or a wizard, or a necromancer.
For all that do these things are an abomination unto the LORD. - Deut. 18:10-12
But now, after that ye have known God, or rather are known of God, how turn ye again to the weak and
beggarly elements, whereunto ye desire again to be in bondage? Ye observe days, and months, and times,
and years. - Gal. 4:9-10
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5-C. HEAVENS ON FIRE (Atomic Energy)
PREMISE



God will destroy the heavens and the earth at the end of the Millennium.
Satan will try to destroy the heavens and earth at the end of the Great Tribulation.

God's Plan
Satan's
Counterfeit

Pre-Flood
Era
Pre-Flood
Era

Old
Testament
Old Testament

Church Age (Last Days)
Church
Age

Tribulation

Tribulation

Great
Tribulation

Great
Tribulation

Golden Age

Millennium

New Heavens & New
Earth

New Heavens & New Earth

PROGRAM OF GOD
Old Testament Period: God made a covenant that He would never again destroy the earth with a flood;
King Solomon prayed and fire came down from heaven.
The Millennium (end): God will destroy the heavens and the earth with fire.
PROGRAM OF SATANIC DUPLICATION
Old Testament Period: God judged Sodom and Gomorrah with fire and brimstone.
Church Age: Nuclear energy was discovered and developed.
Tribulation: Nuclear energy will be used to effect the heavens.
Great Tribulation: The occult plan includes using nuclear energy to destroy the earth.
PROPHETIC DISPENSATIONS
PROGRAM OF GOD
OLD TESTAMENT


God covenanted with Noah that He would not destroy the earth again with a flood.
And God said, This is the token of the covenant which I make between me and you and every living
creature that is with you, for perpetual generations: I do set my bow in the cloud, and it shall be for a
token of a covenant between me and the earth. And it shall come to pass, when I bring a cloud over the
earth, that the bow shall be seen in the cloud: And I will remember my covenant, which is between me
and you and every living creature of all flesh; and the waters shall no more become a flood to destroy all
flesh. And the bow shall be in the cloud; and I will look upon it, that I may remember the everlasting
covenant between God and every living creature of all flesh that is upon the earth. - Gen. 9:12-16



When King Solomon prayed to dedicate the Temple fire came down from heaven.
Now when Solomon had made an end of praying, the fire came down from heaven, and consumed the
burnt offering and the sacrifices; and the glory of the LORD filled the house. And the priests could not
enter into the house of the LORD, because the glory of the LORD had filled the LORD's house. And
when all the children of Israel saw how the fire came down, and the glory of the LORD upon the house,
they bowed themselves with their faces to the ground upon the pavement, and worshipped, and praised
the LORD, saying, For he is good; for his mercy endureth for ever. - II Chron. 7:1-3
THE MILLENNIUM (end)



God will destroy the heavens and the earth.
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But the day of the Lord will come as a thief in the night; in the which the heavens shall pass away with a
great noise, and the elements shall melt with fervent heat, the earth also and the works that are therein
shall be burned up. Seeing then that all these things shall be dissolved, what manner of persons ought ye
to be in all holy conversation and godliness, Looking for and hasting unto the coming of the day of God,
wherein the heavens being on fire shall be dissolved, and the elements shall melt with fervent heat? II.Pet.3:10
And I saw a great white throne, and him that sat on it, from whose face the earth and the heaven fled
away; and there was found no place for them. - Rev. 20:11
PROGRAM OF SATAN
OLD TESTAMENT PERIOD


God judged Sodom and Gomorrah with fire and brimstone.
Then the LORD rained upon Sodom and upon Gomorrah brimstone and fire from the LORD out of
heaven; And he overthrew those cities, and all the plain, and all the inhabitants of the cities, and that
which grew upon the ground. But his wife looked back from behind him, and she became a pillar of salt.
And Abraham gat up early in the morning to the place where he stood before the LORD: And he looked
toward Sodom and Gomorrah, and toward all the land of the plain, and beheld, and, lo, the smoke of the
country went up as the smoke of a furnace. - Gen. 19:24-28

CHURCH AGE


The Rosicrucians set the agenda for the destruction of the heavens.
"Giordano Bruno came to Oxford in 1583 and talked of the new astronomy and infinite worlds, the sun
dying of its own heat, the planets decaying into atomic mist." - 253::64
"Some of the notable Grand Masters of the Rosicrucian Order have allegedly included such famous
historical personalities as...the Hermetic philosopher, Giordano Bruno, who was burnt at the stake as a
heretic by the Inquisition..." - 25:48
"Bruno was burnt at the stake in 1600 in Rome, after being betrayed and denounced to the Inquisition by
a disenchanted follower." - 242:137
o

The agenda is to destroy the earth's magnetic field by overheating the Sun.

"...Giordano Bruno, the Hermetic Magus, has associated the Copernican theory...with a forthcoming
return of 'Egyptian' or magical religion; William Gilbert was obviously influenced by Bruno in his work
on the magnet." - 46:123
"...[William Gilbert's] investigations of the earth's magnetic field...concluded that the earth as a whole
behaves like a giant magnet with its poles near the geographic poles... He found that an iron bar that is left
in alignment with the earth's magnetic field will slowly become magnetized and that sufficient heating
will cause a magnet to lose its magnetism." - 124:1084
"The joint ESA-NASA space exploration mission to observe the Sun and solar wind... It requires a
spacecraft to fly...over the poles of the Sun... The spacecraft was launched...in Oct. 1990..." - ("The
Ulysses Project") - 218:1137


Atomic energy was created with a hidden agenda -- not peace, but the destruction of the heavens and the
earth.
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"In a great irony, the Round Table organization--which professed world peace as a primary goal--may
have directly led to the development of the atomic bomb. During its expansion period, the Round Tables
established many splinter organizations, one of which was the Institute for Advanced Study (IAS) in
Princeton, New Jersey. This was the 'American copy of All Souls College at Oxford,' according to
Quigley. The IAS was funded liberally by the Rockefeller General Education Board. It was here that the
scientists working on the atom bomb were assisted by IAS members Robert Oppenheimer, Niels Bohr,
and Albert Einstein." - 482:89
"The dropping of the first atomic bomb was...an act of pure terrorism. It fulfilled no military purpose
of any kind. Belatedly it has been disclosed that seven months before it was dropped, in January 1945,
President Roosevelt received via General MacArthur‟s headquarters an offer by the Japanese Government
to surrender on terms virtually identical to those accepted by the United States after the dropping of the
bomb: in July 1945, as we now know, Roosevelt‟s successor, President Truman, discussed with Stalin at
Bebelsberg the Japanese offer to surrender.....
"It is certain that Truman did not give the order for it to be dropped on the insistence of his military
advisers. Some of the scientists concerned in its construction opposed this step on humanitarian grounds:
others, including the famous Jewish physicist, Dr. Robert Oppenheimer, were in favour because, they
urged, only by a test in war conditions could it be demonstrated that their long and costly efforts had
succeeded in creating a weapon of unique power for taking human life. In short, the Japanese people
were to be enlisted as human guinea-pigs for a scientific experiment.
"At the enquiry before the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission in the Spring of 1954 to investigate his
alleged communist associations, Dr. Oppenheimer explained, „When you see something which is
technically sweet, you go ahead and do it.... We always assumed that if the bombs were needed, they
would be used... We wanted to have it done before the war was over and nothing more could be done.‟
His colleague Dr. Alvarez testified more tersely. „We wanted some method of testing the effectiveness of
the bomb over enemy territory.‟ See the article „The Oracles are Dumb‟ by Isabel Paterson in the National
Review of May 23, 1956, page 12. - 687:342
“... in 1945...coincidental with the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls (the lost books of Jesus'
associates the Essenes), the first A-bomb lit up the sky in the remote flats of Alamorgordo Air Force Base
called Jornade Del Muerto or „the Death Tract,‟ just below La Luz or „the Light‟, in the desert lands of
New Mexico or „New Place of the God of War‟.
“Is the timing of the appearance of these two flashes of light mere coincidence? According to Dead
Sea Scroll scholar John Allegro, the word Essene literally translates as „Secret of the Pillars‟. The Grail
symbolizes their ultimate secrets and the oneness or unity of humanity. In her book The Holy Grail,
Norma Lorre Goodrich tells of an anonymous French author who recounts his traumatic first viewing of
the Grail in his work the Grand-Saint-Graal. In 717 A.D., this Frenchman was paid a visit one morning by
a beautiful young Jesus who proceeded to give the Frenchman a tiny Book, no bigger than the palm of his
hand. When he looked at the Book he saw that it read: „Here Commences the Reading concerning The
Holy Grail.‟ Then he read: „Here Commences Terror.‟ As he pondered this title, the Frenchman saw a
flash of light. From this point forward, at least in Southern France, Jesus, the Holy Grail, terror and
illumination were linked.
“From the first flash of the A-bomb in 1945 on, a previously innocent humanity recognized it was one,
and terror was our shared fate. Historians have glorified the god-like efforts of the scientists who
participated in the Manhattan Project. But have we heard the whole story? Given that the Grail has the
ability to produce flashes of light and to transmute elements, is it possible that this knowledge played a
role in America's atomic weapon's program? Was the flash of light produced by the urnanium 235powered A-bomb the result of the American scientist's use of the ancient alchemical secrets of the Holy
Grail sought by F.D.R.?
“There may be more to this speculation than meets the eye.
“Interestingly, Time magazine called Oppenheimer a kind of 'intellectual Galahad‟. It is more than
obvious why. The soft-speaking genius was a master of poetic Grail-speak or innuendo. When asked to
comment on the feasibility of building the H-bomb Oppie replied, „I am not sure the miserable thing will
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work, nor that it can be gotten to target except by ox-cart,‟ he wrote. An ox-cart was the mode of transport
of the Ark of the Covenant the golden casket which housed the soul of the Jewish god and which is often
equated with the Grail.” - 688
“The Bund der Gerechten (League of the Just) was an illuminati front run mainly by Jews who were
Satanists. This Bund financed in part by the Rothschilds paid the Satanist and Mason Karl Marx to write
the Communist Manefesto. The Jew Gumpel Oppenheim was in the inner circle of the Bund. His relative
Heinrich Oppenheim masterminded the communist revolution of 1848 in Germany. The Communist
Party‟s official histories even accept the Bund as the predecessor of Communism. The Oppenheimers
apparently are close to the Rothschilds. J. Robert Oppenheimer of the CFR was exposed as a communist.”
- 689
TRIBULATION PERIOD / FALSE GREAT TRIBULATION


The collection and distribution of atomic weapons will be through the efforts of the United States, Britain
and Russia.
"According to Alice Bailey, the United States, Britain, and Russia are the great fusing energies or vital
centers present on the earth and have a major role to play in the destiny of the planet." - 42:298



Atomic energy will be used to effect changes in the heavens.
"Giordano Bruno came to Oxford in 1583 and talked of the new astronomy and infinite worlds, the sun
dying of its own heat, the planets decaying into atomic mist." - 253:64
"This thought was made public in three books by Arthur C. Clarke, perhaps this nation's best science
fiction writer. Mr. Clark wrote that the planet Jupiter was capable of burning. These three books entitled
2001, 2010, and 2061, are all written around the central theme that the planet would someday burn. And
in fact, on page 13...of his book entitled 2061...he called Jupiter, the burning planet, Lucifer." - 318:109
"When its final orbit decays...Galileo will deliver its payload in the center of Jupiter...The plutonium will
explode in an atomic reaction...resulting in the birth of the star...LUCIFER...Simultaneously a vault
containing the ancient records of the earth will be opened in Egypt." - 51:72
December 17, 2002: "Galileo...has been put on a course for impact into Jupiter next September." - - 683
"Plutonium is the core of hydrogen bombs, which produce light and heat by nuclear fusion created by
implosion of the core. This same reaction could be created by causing the Galileo craft to plunge into
Jupiter, creating an implosion/fusion detonation due to the rapid increase in pressure on the plutonium.
Remember that a nuclear chain reaction does not require oxygen as a catalyst. Rather, what we are
dealing with is the conversion of mass into energy as in any other nuclear reaction. This is the famous
Einsteinian equation E=MC2 (energy = mass times the speed of light squared) which basically means that
if a quantity of mass is accelerated rapidly enough, almost pure energy in the form of light and heat will
be produced. Although Jupiter, which is 90% hydrogen, does not have the mass to become a star, the
resulting release of energy in the form of light and heat would be greater than the combined simultaneous
detention of all nuclear weapons now in existence on earth. Quite a spectacle. Is it possible? It certainly
is." - 686
In Patriarchs of Time: Dualism in Saturn-Cronus, Father Time, the Watchmaker God, and Father
Christmas, there is a picture showing Saturn/Time dying, and saying 'Finis'. On the crossbar of a sign next
to him are the words 'The World's End'. And hanging from the crossbar is a sign showing the earth
burning up. The message seems clear: the death of the planet Saturn will result in the earth burning up,
and the end of time." - 54:51
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"...the core of the Saturn-myth is the idea that destruction is the inevitable outcome of creation..." - 48:242
"...The Cassini spacecraft rocketed towards Saturn...[having]...72 pounds of plutonium...in the spacecraft's
nuclear batteries... It is the most plutonium ever flown in space... Cassini will...reach Saturn in July 2004.
Eventually, Cassini...will crash onto Saturn or one of its moons." - 55
See: Cosmic Christmas: Birth of the Sun God*
GREAT TRIBULATION / GOLDEN AGE


The Gnostic quest for the Holy Grail, or immortality, requires the annihilation of the material world and
recreation of the heavens and the earth.
And the four and twenty elders, which sat before God on their seats, fell upon their faces, and worshipped
God, Saying, We give thee thanks, O LORD God Almighty, which art, and wast, and art to come; because
thou hast taken to thee thy great power, and hast reigned. And the nations were angry, and thy wrath is
come, and the time of the dead, that they should be judged, and that thou shouldest give reward unto thy
servants the prophets, and to the saints, and them that fear thy name, small and great; and shouldest
DESTROY THEM WHO DESTROY THE EARTH. - Rev. 11:17-19
Immediately after the tribulation of those days shall the sun be darkened, and the moon shall not give her
light, and the stars shall fall from heaven, and THE POWERS OF THE HEAVENS SHALL BE
SHAKEN... - Matt.24:29
And I will show WONDERS IN THE HEAVENS and in the earth, blood, and fire, and PILLARS OF
SMOKE. - Joel 2:30



Atomic energy will be used to attempt to destroy the earth by fire.
"The Long-term goal is for planet Earth to become 'sacred', radiating light as do other planets that are
known as sacred in the Ageless Wisdom teaching, such as Jupiter and Venus." - 42:240
"The phoenix conjures up an image of creative and destructive fire, from which the world began and in
which it will end." - 66:753
"Man must be prepared to go through the purifying fire of catastrophe in order to regain his lost paradise.
He is the Phoenix which has to go through the fire in order to be reborn. Out of the ashes of this present
civilization, humanity will rise anew, with all the Divine gifts it lost at the time of the Fall." - 258:103
"The mythical phoenix, which rose reborn from the flame and the ashes, was uniquely associated by
Wolfram with the Grail, suggesting its powers of resurrection before the Millennium. The comparison
also recalled the Fourth of the Twelve Keys of the alchemist Basilius Valentinus: '...at the Last Judgment
the world will be judged by fire -- fire that has been created by the Master out of nothing -- the world
must again become ashes by fire; out of these ashes will the Phoenix at last bring forth her young." 685:81
"The new [scalar electromagnetic] weapons could even cause storms on the sun!...
"The power of these weapons is so great that an accident or war could wipe out all life on earth, and
even affect the sun....the closed-loop scalar radiation exchange system of Earth-Sun could be
inadvertently 'tweaked' in the feedback loop from Earth to Sun, so that a large solar scalar resonance was
stimulated. In that case the Sun could emit a mighty resonant 'burp' that would simply wipe out all life on
Earth in a fiery shower.
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"The 'terror' in the 'balance of terror' between nations has just increased by many, many orders of
magnitude. The biblical prophecy that the Earth will be wiped out by 'fire and brimstone from heaven' is
very near fulfillment now." - 694
PERSONAL APPLICATION
And except those days should be shortened, there should no flesh be saved: but for the elect's sake those
days shall be shortened... - Matt.24:22
Draw me not away with the wicked, and with the workers of iniquity, which speak peace to their
neighbours, but mischief is in their hearts. - Ps. 28:3
The words of his mouth were smoother than butter, but war was in his heart: his words were softer than
oil, yet were they drawn swords. Cast thy burden upon the LORD, and he shall sustain thee: he shall
never suffer the righteous to be moved. But thou, O God, shalt bring them down into the pit of
destruction: bloody and deceitful men shall not live out half their days; but I will trust in thee. - Ps. 55:21
Nevertheless we, according to his promise, look for new heavens and a new earth, wherein dwelleth
righteousness. I Pet. 3:13
5-D. DARK SUN / RED MOON (Solar/Lunar Eclipses)
PREMISE



The sun will be darkened and the moon turn red before the return of Christ at the end of the Great Tribulation.
The sun will turn dark and the moon will turn red before the coming of the Antichrist at mid-Tribulation.

God's Plan
Satan's
Counterfeit

Pre-Flood
Old
Church Age (Last Days)
Era
Testament
Pre-Flood
Church
Old Testament
Tribulation
Era
Age

Tribulation
Great
Tribulation>

Great
Millennium
Tribulation>
Golden Age

New Heavens/New
Earth

New Heavens & New Earth

PROGRAM OF GOD
Old Testament: God judged man for his worship of the Sun.
Great Tribulation (end): The sun will turn dark and the moon will turn red preceding the return of Jesus
Christ.
PROGRAM OF SATANIC DUPLICATION
Pre-Flood Era: The pre-flood civilization believed that eclipses affected the earth's serpent energies
(kundalini).
Old Testament Period: The "sun" was prominent in King Solomon's teachings; the Druids were able to
predict eclipses.
Church Age: An eclipse in the latter half of 1999 was false interpreted as announcement of the beginning
of the Tribulation period.
Tribulation: The phenomena of a dark sun and red moon at the beginning of the Tribulation period (Rev.
6:12) will be falsely interpreted as the end of the Great Tribulation (Matt. 24:29-30)
Great Tribulation: The sun will turn dark and the moon will turn red prior to the return of Jesus Christ.
PROPHETIC DISPENSATIONS
PROGRAM OF GOD
OLD TESTAMENT
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God judged man for worshiping the Sun.
"If there be found among you, within any of thy gates which the LORD thy God giveth thee, man or
woman, that hath wrought wickedness in the sight of the LORD thy God, in transgressing his covenant,
And hath gone and served other gods, and worshipped them, either the sun, or moon, or any of the host of
heaven, which I have not commanded; And it be told thee, and thou hast heard of it, and inquired
diligently, and, behold, it be true, and the thing certain, that such abomination is wrought in Israel: Then
shalt thou bring forth that man or that woman, which have committed that wicked thing, unto thy gates,
even that man or that woman, and shalt stone them with stones, till they die." - Deut. 17:2-5
"And the LORD said unto Moses, Stretch out thine hand toward heaven, that there may be darkness over
the land of Egypt, even darkness which may be felt.And Moses stretched forth his hand toward heaven;
and there was a thick darkness in all the land of Egypt three days:" - Exod. 1-:21-22
"At that time, saith the LORD, they shall bring out the bones of the kings of Judah, and the bones of his
princes, and the bones of the priests, and the bones of the prophets, and the bones of the inhabitants of
Jerusalem, out of their graves: And they shall spread them before the sun, and the moon, and all the host
of heaven, whom they have loved, and whom they have served, and after whom they have walked, and
whom they have sought, and whom they have worshipped: they shall not be gathered, nor be buried; they
shall be for dung upon the face of the earth. And death shall be chosen rather than life by all the residue of
them that remain of this evil family, which remain in all the places whither I have driven them, saith the
LORD of hosts." -- Jer. 8:1-3
"And he brought me into the inner court of the LORD's house, and, behold, at the door of the temple of
the LORD, between the porch and the altar, were about five and twenty men, with their backs toward the
temple of the LORD, and their faces toward the east; and they worshipped the sun toward the east... And
the LORD said unto him, Go through the midst of the city, through the midst of Jerusalem, and set a mark
upon the foreheads of the men that sigh and that cry for all the abominations that be done in the midst
thereof. And to the others he said in mine hearing, Go ye after him through the city, and smite: let not
your eye spare, neither have ye pity: Slay utterly old and young, both maids, and little children, and
women: but come not near any man upon whom is the mark; and begin at my sanctuary. Then they began
at the ancient men which were before the house. And he said unto them, Defile the house, and fill the
courts with the slain: go ye forth. And they went forth, and slew in the city." - Ezek. 8:16; 9:4-7
TRIBULATION / GREAT TRIBULATION



God will judge mankind for his worship of the Sun god, Lucifer.
o

Seal judgment

"And I beheld when he had opened the sixth seal, and, lo, there was a great earthquake; and the sun
became black as sackcloth of hair, and the moon became as blood; And the stars of heaven fell unto the
earth, even as a fig tree casteth her untimely figs, when she is shaken of a mighty wind." - Rev. 6:12-13
o

Trumpet judgment

"And the fourth angel sounded, and the third part of the sun was smitten, and the third part of the moon,
and the third part of the stars; so as the third part of them was darkened, and the day shone not for a third
part of it, and the night likewise." - Rev. 8:12
o

Vial Judgments
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"And the fourth angel poured out his vial upon the sun; and power was given unto him to scorch men with
fire. And men were scorched with great heat, and blasphemed the name of God, which hath power over
these plagues: and they repented not to give him glory. And the fifth angel poured out his vial upon the
seat of the beast; and his kingdom was full of darkness; and they gnawed their tongues for pain, And
blasphemed the God of heaven because of their pains and their sores, and repented not of their deeds." Rev. 16:8-11
GREAT TRIBULATION (end)


Immediately preceding the Second Coming of Jesus Christ, the sun will turn dark and the moon will turn
red.
Immediately after the tribulation of those days shall the sun be darkened, and the moon shall not give her
light, and the stars shall fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavens shall be shaken: And then shall
appear the sign of the Son of man in heaven: and then shall all the tribes of the earth mourn, and they
shall see the Son of man coming in the clouds of heaven with power and great glory. - Matt.24:29-30.
...the Lord my God shall come, and all the saints with Thee. And it shall come to pass in that day, that the
light shall not be clear, nor dark: But it shall be one day which shall be known to the Lord, not day, nor
night: but it shall come to pass, that at evening time it shall be light. - Zech.14:5-7

PROGRAM OF SATAN
PRE-FLOOD ERA


The pre-flood civilization believed that earth was a living organism and that eclipses affected earth's
serpent energies (kundalini).
These Ancients were concerned with the big picture so they could harmonize Heaven and Earth for the
benefit of the community. They observed the relative movement of stars, fathomed the Earth's wobble
and determined the precessional cycles of time. They understood the effects of eclipses upon the land and
knew when the serpent energies in the earth would wax and wane." - 774 (Crop Circles)

OLD TESTAMENT PERIOD


King Solomon's teachings focused on the Sun.
In the Book of Ecclesiastes the "sun" is mentioned 35 times. ["under the sun" (29); "see the sun" (3); sun
darkened (1)]
"The sun also ariseth, and the sun goeth down, and hasteth to his place where he arose." - Eccles. 1:15
Truly the light is sweet, and a pleasant thing it is for the eyes to behold the sun: - Eccles. 11:7
While the sun, or the light, or the moon, or the stars, be not darkened, nor the clouds return after the rain:
- Eccles. 12:2



The pagans interpreted a lunar eclipse as the moon turning to blood.
"We know that the time that the Earth's moon can be perceived by humans to 'turn to blood' is when it
is completely engulfed by the Earth's shadow during a total lunar eclipse and that this celestial
phenomenon occurs only during a full moon...
"Several recent books about the mythology of the moon or dealing with feminine spirituality claim that
the ancient Babylonians believed that the moon was menstruating at the full moon and that this was the
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inspiration for the Babylonian Sabbath. ' Moon Madness,' by Paul Katzeff, formerly titled 'Many Moons,'
was the first reference to this that I came across and it states:
"The Babylonians, for example, felt assured that the moon not only causes women to menstruate, but
does so because the moon itself menstruates. And why not? Was the moon not Ishtar, the goddess of
love? This explanation is so universally appealing that several American Indian nations held a similar
belief, that the moon is a woman who bled, appropriately enough, during her waning period... The
Babylonians took all this one step further. They believed Ishtar bled around the time of the full moon, and
on that day all important activity was prohibited. They called that day 'Shabathu' (or 'sabattu'), from which
we get our own day of rest, the Sabbath." - 459


The pagans learned to predict eclipses based on the 19-year lunar cycle (The Great Year).
"A period of 18.6 years is required to carry the moon into every possible position it can occupy with
respect to the sun. This Metonic cycle...is the period that elapses before all possible eclipses begin to
repeat in sequence, and it was discovered in 433 B.C. by the Greek astronomer Meton. There are,
however, some newly found data (in Europe) suggesting a much earlier date of discovery... We learned
how the (South Woodstock) Pantheon's dimensions are designed to register these events. The Druids
could use it...for predicting eclipses." - 58:216
"Both the Egyptian and Assyrian winged disc symbols definitely represented the sun, of this there is no
doubt, and both the ancient Egyptians and Assyrians are known to have observed numerous solar and
lunar eclipses over the very long spans of their ancient civilizations and they were also reported to be able
to accurately predict the occurrence of eclipses. Knowing this there is really very little reason to doubt
that the supreme religious symbol of the Egyptian and Assyrian sun-gods incorporated elements of visual
phenomena seen in the total solar eclipse...
"The resurrection symbolism in this passage is quite apparent, in fact it easily recalls images of the
risen Christ. This symbolism is intrinsic to the total solar eclipse. The sun dies when it is completely
hidden by the moon, its spirit bursts forth in the form of the coronal halo which sometimes resembles a
bird, and then the sun is reborn as it emerges from behind the moon to continue its journey across the
sky." - 476



The 19-year lunar cycle was used by the Druids to train their priests.
"Diodorus's quotation from the historian Hecateus...[concerning Britain]: 'It is also said that in this island
the Moon appears very near to the Earth, that certain eminences of a terrestrial form are plainly seen in it,
that Apollo visits the island once in the course of nineteen years, at which period the stars complete their
revolutions, and that for this reason the Greeks distinguish the cycle of nineteen years by the name of 'The
Great Year'. During the season of his appearance, the god plays upon the harp and dances every night
from the vernal equinox to the rising of the Pleides... The most convincing evidence that it is Druidism
being described here is the reference to the 19-year cycle... It is almost certainly related to the period of
19 years which Julius Caesar informs us was the statutory study period for any acolyte wanting to train
for the Druidic priesthood." - 270:28-29

CHURCH AGE


The Hebrew name of King Solomon was "Shlomoh" which meant "peaceable."
Strong's #8010 - Shlomoh shel-o-mo' from 7965; peaceful; Shelomah, David's successor:--Solomon.
Strong's #7965 - shalowm shaw-lome' or shalom {shaw-lome'}; from 7999; safe, i.e. (figuratively) well,
happy, friendly; also (abstractly) welfare, i.e. health, prosperity, peace:--X do, familiar, X fare, favour, +
friend, X great, (good) health, (X perfect, such as be at) peace(-able, -ably), prosper(-ity, -ous), rest, safe(ty), salute, welfare, (X all is, be) well, X wholly.
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The name "Solomon" is derived from the Latin word "sol," the Sanskrit "om" and Egyptian "on," all of
which mean "sun." Use of the pagan variant "Solomon" instead of "Shlomoh" in English and other
translations will facilitate promotion of a reincarnated Solomon as the Sun King.
"And David comforted Bathsheba his wife, and went in unto her, and lay with her: and she bare a son, and
he called his name Solomon: and the LORD loved him." - II Sam. 12:24
"Solomon or Sol is Latin, meaning 'Sun' Om is Sanskrit meaning Sun and On is Kama'tian (Egyptian)
meaning Sun. The 3 Suns in various dialects. Also, 'Sol' means 'Sun' and 'Omon' is derived from the
Kama'atian word Amon/Amen/Amun/Amin or etc...meaning 'Hidden.' Therefore, Solomon means
"Hidden Sun." - 1133



The Sun King's term begins in the first year of the Great Year (19-year lunar cycle) at the Winter Solstice.
"...[Referring to] the birth of the new sacred king, at the winter solstice..., the winter solstice does not
always coincide with the same phase of the moon, thought 'every year' must be understood as 'every Great
Year', at the close of which solar and lunar time were roughly synchronized and the sacred king's term
ended." - 406:187
Timeline of Pierre Plantard de Saint-Clair (former Grand Master of the Prieuré de Sion):
1943, July 10 - Joined Prieuré de Sion - 232:319
1963- 81 - Shared position of Grand Master of Prieuré de Sion with Gaylord Freeman - 232:235-6
1981, January 17 - Elected Grand Master of Prieuré de Sion - 31:214
2000, February 3 - Death of Pierre Plantard de Saint-Claire - 375



In order to establish a false beginning of the Tribulation Period in the year 2000, the occult will claim that
the solar eclipse of August 11, 1999 was the fulfillment of Joel 2:31.
The sun shall be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood, before the great and the terrible day of the
Lord come. - Joel 2:31
"Celestial events occurring between the August 11-September 9 'Dawn of the New Light', will, after a
nine month gestation period, give birth to a global day of judgment on May 5, 2000." - 691
"On Wednesday, 1999 August 11, a total eclipse of the Sun will be visible from within a narrow corridor
which traverses the Eastern Hemisphere. The path of the Moon's umbral shadow begins in the Atlantic
and crosses central Europe, the Middle East, and India where it ends at sunset in the Bay of Bengal. A
partial eclipse will be seen within the much broader path of the Moon's penumbral shadow, which
includes northeastern North America, all of Europe, northern Africa and the western half of Asia." - 692
"The last total solar eclipse of the 20th century begins in the North Atlantic about 300 kilometers south
of Nova Scotia where the Moon's umbral shadow first touches down on Earth at 09:30:57 UT. Along the
sunrise terminator, the maximum duration is a mere 47 seconds as seen from the center of the narrow 49
kilometers wide path. No major landfall occurs for the first forty minutes as the shadow sweeps across the
North Atlantic. The umbra finally reaches the Isles of Scilly off the southwestern coast of England at
10:10 UT (Figure 6). At this locale, it is already mid-morning with the Sun 45° above the eastern horizon.
The center line duration is 2 minutes and the path width has expanded to 103 kilometers as the shadow
pursues its eastern track with a ground velocity of 0.91 km/s.
"One minute later (10:11 UT), the umbra arrives along the shores of the Cornwall Peninsula. In the
following four minutes, the shadow skirts the southern coast giving eager observers a brief taste of
totality. Plymouth, the largest English city in the path, is north of center line and witnesses a total phase
lasting 1 minute 39 seconds. London misses the total phase but experiences partiality with a maximum
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magnitude of 0.968. By 10:16 UT, the umbra leaves England as it quickly traverses the English Channel."
- 693
"Humanity collectively undertook their third initiation on August 11, 1999, during the Solar Eclipse
over Northern America and Europe, in which your mental bodies were further cleared of the earthly ego
allurements and cosmic karmic patterns and the Soul merge occurred with your Primal Souls of the
Light. These individualized Soul rays contain aspects of your original Divine eight-cell blueprint, and
exist in the Solar Core of your Sun under the directorship of Helios and Vesta, your Solar Logoi.
Furthermore, on June 21, 2001, during the Solar Eclipse over Southern Africa, Humanity collectively
underwent their fourth initiation, choosing to become the integrated aspects of their Higher Selves of the
Light, as they exist in the etheric of Sirius. This has been made possible through our energy, which first
spiraled onto this Earth plane at the first Harmonic Convergence on August 15-17, 1987. At the Harmonic
Convergence, the six Cosmic rays were able to come into this quadrant of the Galaxy, bringing in the
highest Quotient of Source Light ever to be experienced by Humanity at this time...
"...the total Solar Eclipse on June 21, 2001. This total Solar Eclipse embraced Southern Africa, and in
particular Angola, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Mozambique, and Madagascar and then the entire Earth plane
through a multidimensional portal of opportunity, which was opened on August 11, 1999 through the
sacred geometry of 11 (08/11/1999 = 4+7=11), the sacred number of Christ Consciousness. This Solar
Eclipse on August 11 at 11:11am briefly swept across the Northeastern coast of America before crossing
the Atlantic Ocean to weave through the leylines from the United Kingdom to France, Germany, Austria,
Hungary, Yugoslavia and Romania, across the Black Sea into Turkey, Syria and Iraq, finally arriving in
India, the last nation in its path. It brought with it an incredible esoteric alignment of stars and increased
Light activity through all dimensions as you entered into the dawning of the Golden Age of Aquarius." 754
TRIBULATION PERIOD


The phenomena of a dark sun and red moon at the beginning of the Tribulation period (Rev. 6:12) will be
falsely interpreted as the end of the Great Tribulation (Matt. 24:29-30)
The sun shall be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood, before the great and the terrible day of the
Lord come. - Joel 2:31
And I beheld when he had opened the sixth seal, and lo, there was a great earthquake; and the sun became
black...and the moon became as blood. - Rev.6:12
And the fourth angel sounded, and the third part of the sun was smitten, and the third part of the moon,
and the third part of the stars; so as the third part of them was darkened, and the day shone not for a third
part of it, and the night likewise. - Rev. 8:12

GREAT TRIBULATION / GOLDEN AGE


Eclipses of the sun and moon will be interpreted as divinatory omens of the New Age.
And the fifth angel poured out his vial upon the seat of the beast; and his kingdom was full of darkness... Rev.16:10

PERSONAL APPLICATION
Thus saith the LORD, Learn not the way of the heathen, and be not dismayed at the signs of heaven; for
the heathen are dismayed at them. For the customs of the people are vain:...- Jer. 10:2,3
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5-E. STARS FALLING (Comets, Meteors, Asteroids)
PREMISE



The stars will fall from heaven before Jesus Christ returns at the end of the Great Tribulation.
Stars will fall from heaven before the coming of Antichrist at mid-Tribulation.
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Satan's
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Pre-Flood
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Tribulation
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Tribulation
Great
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Great
Millennium
Tribulation>
Golden Age

New Heavens/New
Earth

New Heavens & New Earth

PROGRAM OF GOD
Tribulation Period: The apostle John saw the stars of heaven fall to earth.
PROGRAM OF SATANIC DUPLICATION
Church Age: Asteroids are currently being attacked by missiles, which may be misrepresented as events
of the first half of the Tribulation. By removing the threat of falling asteroids/comets, the occult is hoping
to avert the Tribulation Period altogether.
Tribulation: Comet interference by the space mission in January 2004-5 may cause Tribulation events
rather than prevent them.
PROPHETIC DISPENSATIONS
PROGRAM OF GOD
TRIBULATION / FIRST 3.5 YEARS


The apostle John saw the stars of heaven fall to earth.
And the stars of heaven fell unto the earth, even as a fig tree casteth her untimely figs, when she is shaken
of a mighty wind. - Rev. 6:13

PROGRAM OF SATAN
CHURCH AGE


Asteroids are currently being attacked by missiles, perhaps to avert the Tribulation judgments in the
future.
"British scientists are involved in plans to launch a missile attack against asteroids that threaten the Earth
... Set for a launch in two year's time ... NASA,...has picked out two asteroids on Earth-crossing orbits.
The first, l986JK ... will be attacked in...2000. Tontatis ... will be intercepted .... months later." - 59
"The main belt of asteroids lies between Mars and Jupiter." - 60:12

TRIBULATION PERIOD


Comets and meteors will be manipulated and interpreted as prophetic signs.
(Sixth Seal) And the stars of heaven fell unto the earth. - Rev.6:13
See Astrological Signs 5.B
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Comet interference by the space mission in January 2004-5 may cause Tribulation events rather than
prevent them.
And I will shew wonders in the heavens and in the earth, blood, and fire, and pillars of smoke. - Joel 2:30
And the third angel sounded, and there fell a great star from heaven, burning as it were a lamp, and it fell
upon the third part of the rivers, and upon the fountains of waters; and the name of the star is called
Wormwood; and the third part of the waters became wormwood... - Rev.8:10-11
And the fifth angel sounded, and I saw a star fall from heaven, unto the earth: and to him was given the
key of the bottomless pit. And he opened the bottomless pit; and there arose a smoke out of the pit ... Rev. 9:1-2
Countdown to Deep Impact
"The mission launches in January 2004 and orbits the sun for one year, passing again very close to
Earth in January 2005. At the Earth flyby, the instruments are tested and calibrated and the spacecraft pair
is diverted to comet Tempel 1, arriving in July 2005. On July 3, 2005, the impactor is released from the
flyby spacecraft and takes over its own operation, aiming for an impact at 10 kilometers/second on July
4, 2005." - 433
"Michael Drosnin's book, The Bible Code, tells the story of a code apparently discovered in the Torah,
which has now been verified by mathematicians and code-breakers, predicts all major news items from
the holocaust to Hiroshima... [I]n 2012, a comet is predicted which will crumble into pieces and/or
„annihilate‟ the earth." - 460

GREAT TRIBULATION / GOLDEN AGE
PERSONAL APPLICATION
Hear ye the word which the LORD speaketh unto you, O house of Israel: Thus saith the LORD, Learn not
the way of the heathen, and be not dismayed at the signs of heaven; for the heathen are dismayed at them.
- Jer. 10:1,2

5-F. HAIL/DROUGHT (Weather)
PREMISE



Hail will fall from heaven before Jesus Christ returns at the end of the Great Tribulation.
Hail will fall from heaven before the coming of the Antichrist at mid-Tribulation.
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Earth

New Heavens & New Earth

PROGRAM OF GOD
Old Testament Period: King Solomon prayed that God would send rain to Israel in the midst of drought.
Tribulation Period: God will cause great hail storms and will empower His two witnesses to prevent rain
from falling on the earth.
PROGRAM OF SATANIC DUPLICATION
Church Age: The military is developing the ability to control the weather (rain, lightning, hail).
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Tribulation Period: Men will try to counteract God's plagues of drought and hail.
PROPHETIC DISPENSATIONS
PROGRAM OF GOD
OLD TESTAMENT PERIOD


King Solomon prayed that God would send rain to Israel in the midst of drought.
When heaven is shut up, and there is NO RAIN, because they have sinned against thee; if they pray
toward this place, and confess thy name, and turn from their sin, when thou afflictest them: Then hear
thou in heaven, and forgive the sin of thy servants, and of thy people Israel, that thou teach them the good
way wherein they should walk, and give RAIN upon thy land, which thou hast given to thy people for an
inheritance. - I Kings 8:35-36
TRIBULATION / GREAT TRIBULATION



God will cause great hail storms.
The first angel sounded, and there followed HAIL and fire mingled with blood, and they were cast upon
the earth: and the third part of the trees was burnt up, and all green grass was burnt up. - Rev.8:7
And the temple of God was opened in heaven ... and there ... was great HAIL. - Rev.11:19
And there fell upon men a great HAIL out of heaven, every stone about the weight of a talent: and men
blasphemed God because of the plague of the hail; for the plague thereof was exceeding great. Rev.16:21



God will empower His two witnesses to prevent rain from falling on the earth.
And I will give power unto My two witnesses and they shall prophesy (1260) days ... These have power
to shut heaven that it RAIN NOT in the days of their prophecy... - Rev.11:3,6

PROGRAM OF SATAN
CHURCH AGE


The military is developing the ability to control the weather (rain, lightning, hail).
"... the draft treaty presented to the August,1975 Geneva Conference on International Disarmament by
delegates from ... USA and USSR contained the ban of 19 man-made weather catastrophes: ... the
triggering of avalanches and landslides; awakening volcanoes, causing earthquakes and tidal waves;
harnessing lightning bolts; guiding hurricanes or cyclones to strategic targets ... ; melting ice caps to flood
nearby coastal states; changing directions of rivers; generating fog, hail, and rain; and deliberately
destroying portions of the earth's ozone shield." - 65:47
"The U.S. Air Force, in its November 3, 1993 press release, announced that the prime contractor on the
HAARP [(High-frequency Active Auroral Research Program] was a little known company called Arco
Power Technologies, Incorporated. APTI's parent company is the Atlantic Richfield Company (ARCO),
one of the world's biggest oil companies & the largest employer in Alaska, where it controls trillions of
cubic feet of natural gas & billions of barrels of oil...
"APTI owned the Eastlund Patents. Close examination of the patents described below - those of
Bernard J. Eastlund, former president of APTI - reveals that they provide the hidden agenda for HAARP's
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ultimate development...
"Eastlund's U.S. Patent #4,686,605, 'Method & Apparatus for Altering a Region in the Earth's
Atmosphere, Ionosphere and/or Magnetosphere,' was sealed for a year under a government secrecy
order... Specifically, Eastlund's patent said [concerning] the technology described therein...
"'Weather modification is possible by, for example, altering upper atmosphere wind patterns by
constructing one or more plumes of atmospheric particles which will act as a lens or focusing device...'
"...Eastlund bragged that the super-powerful inonospheric heater could also control weather. We have
brought to light government documents indicating that the military possesses weather-control technology.
When HAARP is eventually built to its full power level, it could create weather effects over entire
hemispheres. If one government experiments with the world's weather patterns, don't the effects of that
interference impact everyone else on the planet? ('Angels Don't Play This HAARP' explains a principle
behind some of Nikola Tesla's inventions - resonance - which affects planetary systems.)
"The military has had about 20 years to work on weather warfare methods, which it euphemistically
calls 'weather modification.' For example, rainmaking technology was taken for a few test rides in
Vietnam. The U.S. Department of Defense sampled lightning & hurricane manipulation studies in Project
Skyfire & Project Stormfury. 'Angels Don't Play This HAARP' cites an expert who says the military
studied both lasers & chemicals, which they figured could damage the ozone layer over an enemy.
Looking at ways to cause earthquakes, as well as to detect them, was part of the project named Prime
Argus, decades ago.
"In 1994, the Air Force revealed its Spacecast 2020 master plan which includes weather control. Noting
that 'using environmental modification techniques to destroy, damage or injure another state [is]
prohibited,' the Air Force nevertheless claimed that advancing technology 'compels a re-examination of
this sensitive and potentially risky topic.'" - 22
TRIBULATION / GREAT TRIBULATION


The secret societies are developing technologies to counteract the Tribulation judgments of drought and
hail.
[Concerning the New Man, Hitler said:] "Even the weather...would be subject to him." - 63:250-51

PERSONAL APPLICATION
And I will give power unto my two witnesses, and they shall prophesy a thousand two hundred and
threescore days, clothed in sackcloth. These are the two olive trees, and the two candlesticks standing
before the God of the earth. And if any man will hurt them, fire proceedeth out of their mouth, and
devoureth their enemies: and if any man will hurt them, he must in this manner be killed. - Rev. 11:3-5

5-G. NO WIND (Atmosphere)
PREMISE



God's angels will prevent the winds from blowing until the 144,000 are sealed.
The Antichrist's military will use electromagnetic technology to control the wind patterns and their force.
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PROGRAM OF GOD
Tribulation: God's angels will prevent the winds from blowing until the 144,000 are sealed.
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PROGRAM OF SATANIC DUPLICATION
Church Age: The military developed the ability to control the jet stream and create hurricanes.
Tribulation: The atmosphere and jet stream will be manipulated through the use of electromagnetic
technology in order to counteract the angels who will be holding back the wind.
Great Tribulation: Satan's hierarchy will reveal the cause of electrical phenomenon in the atmosphere.
PROPHETIC DISPENSATIONS
PROGRAM OF GOD
TRIBULATION / FIRST 3.5 YEARS


God's angels will prevent the winds from blowing until the 144,000 are sealed.
And after these things I saw four angels standing on the four corners of the earth, that the WIND should
not blow on the earth, nor on the sea, nor on any tree. And I saw another angel ascending from the east,
having the seal of the living God: and he cried with a loud voice to the four angels, to whom it was given
to hurt the earth and the sea, Saying, Hurt not the earth, neither the sea, nor the trees, till we have sealed
the servants of our God in their foreheads. - Rev.7:1-3

PROGRAM OF SATAN
CHURCH AGE


The military has developed the ability to control the jet stream and create hurricanes.
"The military has had about 20 years to work on weather warfare methods, which it euphemistically calls
'weather modification.' For example, rainmaking technology was taken for a few test rides in Vietnam.
The U.S. Department of Defense sampled lightning & hurricane manipulation studies in Project Skyfire
& Project Stormfury." - 22
"The Tesla transmitters create giant standing ELF [Extreme Low Frequency] waves that have repeatedly
formed huge blocking-system that alter the path of the high altitude jet stream and dam up the normal
flow of weather fronts... The [U.S.] Department of Defense will not comment about American RF/EM
[Radio Frequency Electromagnetic] weapons, or if Russian RF/EM weapons' development is still going
forward. However, experts say that the Russians are apparently still ahead in this science and could
exploit that lead in a surprise strategic move, a move that could have grave consequences for the United
States and the world." - 319

TRIBULATION / FIRST 3.5 YEARS


The atmosphere and jet stream will be manipulated through the use of electromagnetic technology in order
to counteract the angels who will be holding back the wind.

GREAT TRIBULATION / GOLDEN AGE


Satan's hierarchy (angels) will reveal the cause of electrical phenomenon in the atmosphere.
"...only when the Hierarchy is present visibly on earth, and the Mysteries of which the Masters are the
custodians are given openly to man, will the true secret and nature of electrical phenomena be revealed." 64:15-6

PERSONAL APPLICATION
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5-H. SOLAR HEAT (Solar Flares/Ozone Holes)
PREMISE



During the Millennium, God will protect mankind from extreme solar heat.
During the Golden Age, mankind will be scorched by great heat from sun storms produced by electromagnetic
weapons.
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PROGRAM OF GOD
The Millennium: God will protect mankind from extreme solar heat.
PROGRAM OF SATANIC DUPLICATION
Church Age: The military is developing ways to manipulate the ozone layer.
Great Tribulation: People will be scorched by great heat from sun storms produced by electromagnetic
weapons.
PROPHETIC DISPENSATIONS
PROGRAM OF GOD
THE MILLENNIUM


God will protect mankind from extreme solar heat.
They shall not hunger nor thirst; neither shall the heat nor the sun smite them... - Is.49:10

PROGRAM OF SATAN
CHURCH AGE


The military is developing ways to manipulate the ozone layer.
"The military has had about 20 years to work on weather warfare methods, which it euphemistically calls
'weather modification.' For example,... 'Angels Don't Play This HAARP' cites an expert who says the
military studied both lasers & chemicals, which they figured could damage the ozone layer over an
enemy." - 22
TRIBULATION PERIOD



Global warming will be debunked as the result of human activity and explained as the result of solar
activity.
"But if CO2 isn't driving climate, what is?... Just look in the sky; look at that massive thing, the sun.
Even humans, at our present 6 1/2 billion, are minute compared to that...
"Sunspots, we now know, are intense magnetic fields which appear at times of higher solar activity...
In 1991...they found that variations in solar activity were intimately linked to variations in temperature on
earth. It was the sun, it seemed, not carbon dioxide or anything else, that was driving changes in the
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climate... The climate was controlled by the clouds; the clouds were controlled by the cosmic rays; and
the cosmic rays were controlled by the sun. It all came down to the sun." - 1132


The Sun will be portrayed and worshipped as Lucifer.
"'If you had x-ray eyes, what appears as a nice friendly yellow ball, would appear like a raging tiger. The
sun is an incredibly violent beast and it's throwing out great explosions and puffs of gas and endless solar
wind that's forever rushing past the earth. We're, in a certain sense, inside the atmosphere of the sun. The
intensity of its magnetic field more than doubled during the twentieth century.' (Nigel Calder, The
Chilling Stars)" - 1132

GREAT TRIBULATION / GOLDEN AGE


Ozone holes and solar flares will be manipulated to heat up the atmosphere.
And the FOURTH ANGEL poured out his vial upon the sun; and power was given unto him to scorch
men with fire. And men were scorched with great heat, and blasphemed the name of God, which hath
power over these plagues and they repented not to give Him glory. - Rev 16:8-9
Moreover the light of the moon shall be as the light of the sun, and the light of the sun shall be 7-fold, as
the light of 7 days, in the day that the Lord bindeth up the breach of His people, and healeth the stroke of
their wound - Is 30:26
"The new [scalar electromagnetic] weapons could even cause storms on the sun!...
"The power of these weapons is so great that an accident or war could wipe out all life on earth, and
even affect the sun....the closed-loop scalar radiation exchange system of Earth-Sun could be
inadvertently 'tweaked' in the feedback loop from Earth to Sun, so that a large solar scalar resonance was
stimulated. In that case the Sun could emit a mighty resonant 'burp' that would simply wipe out all life on
Earth in a fiery shower.
"The 'terror' in the 'balance of terror' between nations has just increased by many, many orders of
magnitude. The biblical prophecy that the Earth will be wiped out by 'fire and brimstone from heaven' is
very near fulfillment now." - 694

PERSONAL APPLICATION

WATCH UNTO PRAYER ∙ http://watch-unto-prayer.org
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